The Netherlands and Belgium – The Low Countries

Learn about how geography and choices have influenced agriculture and the people of the low countries in the past, present and future. Discuss sustainability of agriculture from urban gardens to intensive agriculture. Visit crop and animal farms, universities and food production systems.

Contact: Dr. John Patterson jpatters@purdue
          Sherry Fulk-Bringman sherryfb@purdue.edu

Study Abroad NL/BE Callout: Thursday, Oct 9 from 5:30 – 7:00, Lilly 3-102
Central Lodging Locations

Tentative Schedule
May 21 Leave US
May 22-May 27 Ghent, BE
May 28 Cochem GE
May 29-June 1 Maastricht, NL
June 1 – June 5 Paasloo, NL
June 6 Leave NL

Tentative cost estimate will be discussed at callout. Costs decrease as the number of students increases, so bring a friend.